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Recent advances in geochronology have rekindled interest in alluvial fan
research. One such technology, cosmogenic nuclides, has shown promise
for surface age dating by using surface clasts or depth profiles; however,
unknown nuclide inheritance or non-uniform deposition can preclude
simple interpretation of the data. Interestingly, these complexities in the
depth profiles can provide valuable information by quantifying process
changes and unraveling alluvial fan surface histories.
Cosmogenic nuclide profiles in soil pits can either decrease with depth
(quantify surface age), increase with depth (quantify deposition rates), or
be a composite of both (indicate deposition and stability). While it is
possible to determine the local surface history at the spatial-scale of a
single soil pit, it is more difficult to understand the larger-scale
geomorphic system because alluvial surfaces are usually multi-aged and
multi-surfaced. Therefore, depth profiles in soil pits must be set into the
larger geomorphic context to understand fully the history of alluvial
surfaces.
We use cosmogenic nuclide depth profiles, and their geomorphic context,
for five Mojave Desert piedmonts to highlight the utility of cosmogenic
nuclide depth profiles and to demonstrate the complexity of alluvial
processes. At the landscape-scale, each data set is internally consistent
revealing process rates and ages. However, at the regional-scale, data
correlation is difficult because it is complicated by local geomorphic
processes. For example, geomorphic process modifying surfaces
dominated by grus are different than the processes acting on surfaces
covered by well-formed pavements. Such local differences may cause a
lag-time in the propagation of geomorphic change down gradient from
sediment source basins, depending on the magnitude of the change and
the speed of sediment transport. Thus, only the largest regional events,
such as Mojave-wide deposition at OIS 4 and a change in process at the
Pleistocene-Holocene transition, are present in most soil pits, while

smaller-scale, local events, such as new sediment sources, piracy, or
reworking of alluvium appear at the local-scale.
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